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Abstract— We present a system that enables a robot to reach
locations in dense clutter using only haptic sensing. Our system
integrates model predictive control [1], learned initial conditions
[2], tactile recognition of object types [3], haptic mapping, and
geometric planning to efficiently reach locations using wholearm tactile sensing [4]. We motivate our work, present a system
architecture, summarize each component of the system, and
present results from our evaluation of the system reaching to
target locations in dense artificial foliage.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mason et al. define clutter as “everything that might limit
access to the object” [5], and Merriam-Webster’s dictionary
states that to clutter a place is “to fill or cover with scattered
or disordered things that impede movement or reduce effectiveness” [6]. Research on robotic manipulation in clutter has
looked at a number of problems, including searching for a
visually identifiable object hidden behind sparse clutter [7],
[8], visually inferring which objects to remove from sparse
clutter in order to manipulate a visible object [9], and moving
a cluttered pile of unknown objects into a bin [10].
In this paper, we focus on the problem of enabling a
robot to reach a target in dense clutter. We use the term
“dense clutter” to refer to clutter that results in the following
challenges:
• Physical Challenge: All solutions require contact with
parts of the environment other than the target.
• Perceptual Challenge: Line of sight to the target is
completely occluded and inferring how the environment
will respond to applied forces requires contact.
• Challenge Due to Disorder: No detailed model of the
environment is available prior to encountering the scene.
Humans and other animals readily reach targets in dense
clutter, such as foliage, using haptic sensing. We expect that
robots capable of haptically reaching targets in dense clutter
would perform well in a variety of applications, including
assistive robotics [11].
Many approaches to robotic manipulation are poorly
matched to the challenges of reaching in dense clutter.
For example, methods often rely on collision-free arm motion, line-of-sight sensing of the volume to be traversed,
or detailed geometric models prior to reaching [12]–[19].
More generally, robotic manipulation research has frequently
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Fig. 1: A robot reaches in dense clutter using our system.

emphasized avoiding contact except at the end effector [12],
[13], [20]–[22] or other single point contact locations [23],
[24], which would unnecessarily limit a robot’s actions when
low-force contact is benign.
We present a system that enables a robot to reach target
locations in dense clutter via joint-angle, joint-torque, and
tactile sensing (Fig. 1). Our system first uses computationally efficient, memory-free greedy reaching followed, if
necessary, by more resource-intensive geometric planning
using a haptic map updated as the robot makes contact
with the environment. A motivating intuition for our work
is the human experience of reaching to a location with little
attention and, upon failing, deliberately reaching with care.
When reaching to 7 distinct target locations in dense
artificial foliage (Figs. 1, 7), our system successfully reached
its target in 16 out of 21 attempts (76.2%). Notably, the
system reached each of the 7 target locations in at least 1 of
its 3 attempts.
II. OVERVIEW OF S YSTEM E XECUTION
As shown in Algorithm 1, the system first performs a
greedy reach using a task-space version of DynamicMPC
that reaches to a 3D target location [1]. DynamicMPC uses
model predictive control (MPC) with a collision model and
a model of the arm’s dynamics to quickly reach to a target
with low contact forces. This first reach starts from an arm
configuration that is likely to result in a successful reach to
the target, as estimated by LIC1, where LIC stands for learning initial conditions [2]. If this first attempt fails, the robot
performs a second greedy reach from an arm configuration
selected by LIC2 based on the target location, the initial arm
configuration for the first reach, and where the first reach
became stuck. Throughout this process, the system classifies
contact on the arm as leaves or trunk based on tactile sensing
and adds the locations of classified contact to its haptic map
[3], [4]. If the second greedy reach fails, the system begins

Algorithm 1 Integrated System Procedure.
function DYNAMIC MPCjoint ( ArmP ath || JointAngles )
if JointAngles then
⊲ Interpolate from current to goal arm joint angles.
⊲ Maximum ∆q= 1o /step along trajectory.
5:
⊲ Use DynamicMPC to follow given/calculated arm path.
return Bool success
function DYNAMIC MPCtask ( EndEf f ectorP osition )
⊲ Use DynamicMPC to reach an end-effector position.
return Bool success
10: function S YSTEM R EACH( T argetP osition tp )

15:

20:

25:

30:

35:

C LASSIFY C ONTACT. START()
HapticM ap h ← M AP C ONTACTS . START()
JointAngles qLIC1 ←LIC1( tp )
if ¬DYNAMIC MPC JOINT ( qLIC1 ) then return failure
if DYNAMIC MPC TASK ( tp ) then return success
Stuck EE P osition s ← Current EE P osition
LIC1 Start P ose spLIC1 ← F ORWARD K IN(qLIC1 )
JointAngles qLIC2 ←LIC2( tp, spLIC1 , s )
EEP ositionP ath PathOUT ← R EVERSE(PathIN )
for GoalP osition gp in PathOUT do
if ¬DYNAMIC MPC TASK ( gp ) then return failure
if ¬DYNAMIC MPC JOINT ( qLIC2 ) then return failure
if DYNAMIC MPC TASK ( tp ) then return success
Bool retreated ← False
while not at tp do
if ArmP ath ap ←P LAN( tp, h ) then
if DYNAMIC MPC JOINT ( ap ) then return success
if DYNAMIC MPC TASK ( tp ) then return success
else if ¬ retreated then
RetreatP osition rp ← F ORWARD K IN( qLIC2 )
for n = 0; n < 3; n++ do
DYNAMIC MPC TASK ( rp )
DYNAMIC MPC JOINT ( qLIC2 )
if at qLIC2 then retreated ← True
goto 25
return failure
else return failure
return success

planning. It starts a loop that uses an RRT planner and the
haptic map to try to find a joint-space trajectory to the target
that avoids trunk contact. If the planner succeeds, the robot
attempts to follow the returned trajectory using a joint-space
version of DynamicMPC. If this fails, the robot attempts
another task-space greedy reach before planning again. If
the planner does not return a trajectory, the robot attempts to
greedily pull its arm out of the clutter before planning again.
The system continues this loop until the robot reaches the
target (success), the robot fails to extract its arm from the
clutter (failure), or the planner does not return a trajectory
while the arm is outside the clutter (failure).
III. T HE S YSTEM
As illustrated by the block diagram in Fig. 2, our system
integrates a number of components, which we now describe.
A. DynamicMPC
To perform greedy reaching movements, we use a multistep model predictive controller that explicitly models the
robot arm’s dynamics and robot-environment contact forces.

Fig. 2: Block diagram of integrated system architecture.

We use a task-space version of this controller that moves the
robot’s end effector to a 3D goal location, as described in
[1] and [25]. We also developed a new joint-space version of
this controller that moves the arm towards a goal joint configuration in order to follow planned joint-space trajectories.
Both versions of the controller move to goals while keeping
predicted contact forces and potential impact forces low.
The ∼1 kHz low-level joint controllers of the Meka M1
arm perform gravity compensation rather than MPC, which
runs at ∼25 Hz. We added an integral control term to the
cost function of both the task-space and joint-space versions
of DynamicMPC to handle gravity compensation errors on
the real robot. The joint-space version of the controller shown
in Fig. 3 uses dgrav , where
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avoid overshoot and high forces when the robot is stuck far
from the goal. The integral gain, ki , is also a small value.
The prediction model has four time steps with active
control and four additional time steps during which the
control input is set to zero. The cost function seen in Fig.
3 shows the convex optimization performed by the new
joint-space version of the controller at each time step using
CVXGEN [26]. For this version, we also removed the limit
on the rate of change of contact forces as found in [1] and
[25] to improve computational performance.
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Fig. 3: The altered form of the controller used for joint configuration posture control
Nomenclature

∆q goal

Scalar weighting terms for the multi-objective cost
function
Number of time steps in the prediction model
where we have control authority
Desired change in joint configuration

fthreshold

User-defined allowable contact force threshold

M (q)

n ci
J ci
q max
∆timpact

Contact normal direction at contact i
Geometric Jacobian at contact i
Maximum joint angle limits
Time duration of an expected impact

K ci
q min
τ max
q, q̇

f measured
i

Measured normal force for contact i

q des

α, β, κ, µ
Hu

∆q des
∆q max,des

Change in commanded joint angles, this is the
output of our MPC
Maximum allowable change in commanded joint
angle

The task-space controller reactively takes advantage of the
4 redundant degrees of freedom (DoF) associated with the
task of achieving a 3-DoF end-effector goal position with
a 7-DoF robot arm. This enables the robot to snake its
arm around obstacles and move rapidly while in contact. In
contrast, the joint-space controller uses a goal configuration
that includes specific target joint angles for all of the robot’s
degrees of freedom. In practice, this allows the controller
to achieve full 7-DoF configurations and track planned arm
trajectories, but greatly reduces the ability of the controller to
move around unexpected contact and increases the likelihood
of the robot becoming stuck.
B. Learned Initial Conditions
The initial condition of a robot reaching into an environment can significantly influence its chance of success
[27]. We use a data-driven approach called LIC from [2]
to identify good initial configurations for reaching in clutter.
LIC searches for a good initial condition x∗0 using a current

t0
Hy
dgrav

Ad , B d

Current time where state measurements are valid.
Starting point of predictive model
Number of time steps in the prediction model with
the control input set to zero
Error correcting integral term
Configuration dependent robot joint-space inertia
matrix
Cartesian stiffness matrix for contact i
Minimum joint angle limits
Maximum allowable torque due to impact forces
State variables of joint angle and velocity
Commanded joint angles that are sent to the joint
impedance controller
Discrete time linear approximations of the system
state space matrices

situation descriptor and an experience library. It chooses x∗0
as the initial condition that it estimates is most likely to result
in a successful reach.
In order to learn good initial conditions, we generated
training data using a physics simulation of DARCI reaching
into an environment with rigid, fixed floating spheres. The
training environment contained 60 fixed-floating spheres,
each with a 0.05 m radius, placed in a 0.5 m × 0.9 m ×
0.6 m volume in front of the simulated DARCI robot (Fig.
4). The training was similar to that in [2]. We used 22,684
reaching trials to generate the training data.
We use LIC1 to denote choosing an initial arm configuration for the first reach into a new cluttered environment.
From the first reach, if the robot is not successful, it is
able to obtain observations that can help it choose the
initial arm configuration for the second reach. We use LIC2
to denote the second reach’s method for initial condition
selection, leveraging observations of the environment. LIC2’s
observation list includes the initial condition and the final

Fig. 5: (Left) Trunk-only environment for training the HMM model
for Trunk category; (Middle) Leaf-only environment for training the
HMM model for Leaf category; (Right) Combined environment for
testing.
Fig. 4: Training environment in a physics simulator, Gazebo
(http://gazebosim.org). Training for LIC is performed in simulation
prior to the real demonstration. We use 60 fixed-floating spheres
with 0.05m radius in front of DARCI to simulate a densely cluttered
environment.

position of the end effector in the first attempt.
C. Haptic Classification
During manipulation in cluttered environments, incidental
contact with objects can be frequent. By incidental contact,
we mean unintentional contact that occurs while performing
a goal-directed manipulation task, as opposed to contact
from active and deliberate haptic probing. Our system uses a
data-driven method from [3] to rapidly categorize incidental
contact into categories relevant to reaching.
Our method uses hidden Markov models (HMMs) to
model the time-series contact force data from the fabricbased tactile sensor [4] and uses the models to classify
the objects in the environment into the categories of trunk
and leaves. Researchers have used HMMs, in particular,
for various online categorization tasks such as handwriting
recognition [28], human actions [29], and sign language
recognition [30]. Chu et al. have used HMMs for offline
haptic categorization tasks [31] using data from specific
exploratory behaviors. See [32] for a more thorough review
of the large body of work related to haptic classification of
objects using data-driven techniques.
For our system, we trained two HMM models (for trunk
objects and leaf objects) using training data we collected
using the robot Cody [3], on environments wholly composed
of small tree trunks and artificial leaves as shown in Fig.
5. We used a previous controller from [27] for training in
these cluttered environments. Notably, even though Cody
used a different controller and different tactile sensors, we
found that the same HMM models worked well in practice
for DARCI. DARCI and the environment are shown in Fig.
1. Our rapid categorization method classifies, online and in
real-time, the contact force data for every taxel on the tactile
sleeve.
We create a haptic map by mapping the leaf and trunk
contacts encountered, as described in Sec. III-D.1 for the
planner. The visualization only shows the trunk contacts, in
brown (Fig. 6).
D. Planning with Contact
In this section, we describe a global search-based planner
with a haptic-cost map constructed by the haptic classifier
described in Sec. III-C.

Fig. 6: Planned robot configuration with a visualization of trunk
contacts in the associated haptic map.

1) The Haptic Map: We first construct a 3D cost map
(haptic map). We represent the workspace of the robot as a
3D voxel grid with 0.01 m × 0.01 m × 0.01 m voxel size in
Cartesian space. Each voxel includes a collision cost associated with the location. We define the collision-cost value as a
scalar value between 0 to 100. Higher values indicate greater
difficulty for traversal of the location by the robot’s arm. The
haptic classifier from Sec. III-C provides the 3D location and
category of each detected contact while the robot moves. The
system uses this information to continuously update its haptic
map. It assigns collision costs of 50 and 100 for contacts
classified as leaves or trunk, respectively. Open space has a
collision cost of 0. Newly detected leaves and trunk contacts
overwrite the current voxel values. For this implementation,
voxels are never set back to 0. Implementations that allow
the arm’s volume to reduce voxel costs or that decay voxel
costs over time might be valuable for dealing with dynamic
environments and noisy sensing.
The total volume of the haptic map is a rectangular box,
0.6 m × 0.7 m × 0.6 m in front of the robot. The system initially populates this volume with zeros, using the optimistic
initial guess that the entire unobserved environment is easy
to traverse. The map records the contact information using
the Point Cloud Library’s (PCL) Voxel Grid [33].
2) The Haptic Planner: For our haptic planner, we use
the global, sampling-based planner RRT-Connect [34], as
implemented in OMPL [35]. RRT-Connect attempts to find
an initial trunk-collision free trajectory using a binary map
generated by ignoring any voxel in the haptic map with a cost
<100. Using a cost-based planner instead, might have ben-

efits. If RRT-Connect returns a trajectory, the haptic planner
uses it to produce a simplified and interpolated trajectory.
It then computes a cost for this candidate trajectory by
summing up the costs of all contacts that occur with the
vertices of the arm’s collision mesh as it moves through the
haptic map. If this cost is >1000, equivalent to 10 rigid
(trunk) or 20 soft (leaf) contacts, then the candidate trajectory
is rejected and the planner tries again with a different final
configuration. This threshold allows the robot to try to follow
a trajectory even if it the haptic map indicates that it will
result in some contact.
The haptic planner selects a final configuration for the
arm from a list of valid arm configurations, and then plans
a trajectory from the arm’s current configuration to this
final configuration. Valid final arm configurations are joint
angles that place the end-effector at the 3D target region with
no trunk-collision in the current haptic map. To create the
list of configurations, the system samples 20 random poses
around the target location using uniform random quaternions
described in [36]. Then, using full 6-DoF IK from OpenRave
[37], the system selects a configuration with the minimum
angular distance from current joint angles. Fig. 6 shows an
example of a joint-space goal produced by the haptic planner
for use by the joint-space version of DynamicMPC.
E. Implementation
1) The Tactile Sensor: For tactile sensing, we use our
fabric-based tactile-sensing sleeve from [4]. The sleeve covers the forearm and end effector of the robot’s left arm with
24 tactile pixels (taxels). The system converts the raw taxel
measurements to approximate normal forces using a nonlinear calibration function.
2) The Robot: We used the humanoid robot DARCI, a
Meka M1 Mobile Manipulator, which includes a mobile
base, a torso on a vertical linear actuator, and two 7DoF arms. The mobile base and torso height remained
fixed throughout our evaluation. The left arm had a 3Dprinted cylindrical ABS plastic end effector (visible on our
model in Fig. 6). The arms of the robot use series elastic
actuators (SEAs) at the joints and have a real-time impedance
controller that simulates low-stiffness visco-elastic springs
with additive gravity-compensating torques at the robot’s
joints. Work by other researchers, such as [38], [39], has
demonstrated that joints with low stiffness can lower forces
due to unexpected contact and that the passive mechanical
compliance of SEAs can be advantageous in the presence
of shock loads. Within rigid clutter, low-stiffness joints can
also mitigate jamming and wedging [40], [41].
IV. E VALUATION AND R ESULTS
We evaluated the system in the trunk-and-leaf environment
from Sec. III-C by commanding the robot to reach to seven
target locations throughout the environment (Fig. 7). We
defined target locations by placing the robot’s end effector
at the target to ensure that it could be reached. The system
attempted to reach each of the 7 target locations 3 times, for
a total of 21 attempts. After each attempt, we reconfigured

Fig. 7: Trunk-and-leaf test environment. Seven target locations
identified by red dots (#1-#7 in order left to right).

displaced foliage in order to keep the environment substantially the same for each attempt. During testing, the robot
reached each target successfully at least once.
In total, the robot successfully reached the target location
in 16/21 (76.19%) of the attempts (5/21 failures). It reached
6 of the 7 distinct locations in less than 20 seconds on at
least one attempt. The fastest successful attempt for target
#5 required 70 seconds.
For the successful attempts, the robot took an average total
time of 39.74 ± 46.00s (mean ± std). It succeeded in 9/21
(42.86%) attempts on its first reach using the DynamicMPC
controller from LIC1, which took 10.97 ± 3.87s (mean ±
std). In 1/21 (4.76%) attempts it failed when trying to pull
back after its first reach failed, and in 2/21 (9.52%) attempts
it failed when trying to reach the LIC2 initial configuration.
In 1/21 (4.76%) attempts it succeeded on the second reach
starting from LIC2, which took 21.30s. In 5/21 (23.81%)
attempts it succeeded after using the first planned path based
on the haptic map, which took 67.59 ± 26.77s (mean ±
std). In 1/21 (4.76%) attempts it succeeded after using a
greedy reach starting from the failure point of a third planned
trajectory, which took 177.93s. In 2/21 (9.52%) attempts it
failed when the planner did not return a plan after the LIC2
reach, or after pulling back to the LIC2 setup configuration.
Interestingly, the robot only reached target #5 twice, which
required the longest and 3rd longest reaching times out of all
successful attempts. The robot only reached target #6 once.
The robot had difficulty reaching targets #5 and #6 even
though they were near the robot and mostly obstructed by
ostensibly movable foliage, rather than rigid trunks.
V. D ISCUSSION
When the robot only used LIC and DynamicMPC for
a successful reach, it succeeded in 12.00 ± 4.90 seconds
(mean ± std). When the robot also used planning, it succeeded in 85.98±46.91 seconds (mean±std). As illustrated
by Fig. 8, when our system used planning, it took longer
for it to be successful. This is in part due to the high
efficiency of learned initial conditions and greedy reaching
versus geometric planning and task-space control, but it also
relates to the complexity of the particular reaching task. The
success of LIC1 with DynamicMPC in quickly reaching a
variety of target locations in dense clutter emphasizes the

Fig. 8: Completion time in cases where planning is or is not
required. Whiskers at 1.5·Interquartile Range (IQR), filled outliers
> 1.5 · IQR, open outliers > 3 · IQR.

capability of these modules for operating with clutter without
using a map of the environment. The tactile sensor provides
data of limited size and scope that is immediately relevant
to reaching a target and maintaining low contact forces.
Also, because data is collected while reaching, rather than
performing sensing and mapping in advance, our system
avoids the delays of sensing and planning before acting,
common to the ‘Sense-Plan-Act’ paradigm.
Our results also suggest that planning based on haptic
maps can usefully complement greedy behaviors. For 6 of the
16 successful attempts, the robot used geometric planning. In
5 of the 8 attempts that used planning, the planning system
succeeded using the first plan. In these cases, the end effector
was typically near the target location, but stuck against some
obstacle, and small alterations from the greedy approach
freed the arm to reach the target. In one case, the end-effector
became stuck against foliage intertwined between two plants.
Notably, the maps collected and used by the planner were
sparse compared to maps generated by modern 3D range
sensors and included information about areas not visible to
traditional line-of-sight sensors. This sparsity could enable
faster planning with the trade-off that additional re-plans may
be required as the robot makes contact and maps previously
undiscovered obstacles.
Sequentially trying different methods enables the system
to reach targets quickly when mechanically clear paths are
available, while still finding less direct paths to targets which
are harder to reach. Fig. 9 shows the cumulative success
percentage as the system progresses through the defined
sequence of actions. Our integrated system takes advantage
of the complementary capabilities of the system components.
We were inspired, in part, by the notion that people first
attempt some tasks with immediacy and little preparation,
trying to achieve rapid success. In doing so, people can
gain information about the task that would be difficult to
infer from passive observation. If these initial attempts fail, a
person can then try a slower and more deliberative approach
that may involve further exploration of the situation.
Our system is fallible, as evidenced by the robot’s 5 failed
attempts out of its 21 total attempts. In one case, the system
became stuck when attempting to extract its arm after the
first greedy reach. The current extraction behavior uses the
task-space controller to move the robot’s end effector along
the reverse of the path it took into the clutter. We found this

Fig. 9: Cumulative success percentage as the system progresses
through the process in order. LIC1 and 2 give almost 50% success.
A single planned path brings it to >70%.

extraction method outperformed an extraction behavior we
implemented that attempted use the joint-space controller to
move the robot’s entire arm along the reverse of the jointspace configuration it took into the clutter. This joint-space
extraction method often became stuck from tracking error
and its inability to navigate around contacts using the arm’s
redundant DoF (Sec. III-A).
The robot failed twice due to being unable to reach the
LIC2-selected arm configuration. The robot attempts to use
the joint-space version of DynamicMPC to follow a linear
trajectory in joint-space from the arm’s configuration after
extraction to the LIC2-selected arm configuration. For one
failure, while reaching to target #6, the robot’s arm became
stuck against the robot’s torso. In the other failure, the robot’s
arm became stuck due to its end effector making contact
with the environment. The current system does not attempt to
become unstuck in these situations, which could potentially
improve the system’s overall performance.
Two other failures resulted from the planner not returning
a plan before the 3 minute timeout. In these cases, the maps
were relatively dense. We did not optimize the planning
algorithm for speed, and it is possible that other methods,
such as trajectory-optimization based planning, could provide
valid paths more quickly and consistently. Likewise, our
current mapping system does not clear out occupied voxels,
even if they’ve subsequently been traversed with little effort.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an integrated robotic system capable
of haptically reaching locations in dense clutter using model
predictive control (MPC), learning, haptic mapping, and
planning. MPC enables the robot to rapidly reach into the
unknown while keeping contact forces low. Learning enables
the robot to reach from good initial arm configurations
and categorize incidental contact based on whole-arm tactile
sensing. Haptic mapping enables the robot to remember
parts of the environment relevant to the task of reaching
(e.g., impassable trunks) and ignore irrelevant clutter (e.g.,
movable leaves). Finally, planning enables the robot to take
advantage of its haptic map and solve reaching problems
with which greedy reaching has difficulty.
In our evaluation, the system successfully reached all 7 target locations in at least 1 of its 3 attempts. For some attempts,
it succeeded using fast and efficient greedy reaching from
learned initial arm configurations. For other attempts, it only
succeeded after using geometric planning with a sparse map

of locations at which it had detected impassable obstacles
using tactile sensing. These approaches complement one
another. The more efficient greedy reaching system can often
find a solution quickly. However, if it does not, the less
efficient planning system has an opportunity to solve the
problem and benefits from the haptic map generated while
the robot greedily reached to the target.
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